Using receptor conformational change to detect low molecular weight analytes by surface plasmon resonance.
Small molecules are difficult to directly detect using commercially available surface plasmon resonance (SPR) instruments. This is because low molecular weight compounds do not have sufficient mass to cause a measurable change in refractive index. Refractive index is sensitive, however, to other properties besides the mass of the analyte. Recently the detection of substantial conformational changes for immobilized proteins using SPR has been reported. However, this property has not yet been exploited for the detection of low molecular weight ligand binding to immobilized protein receptors. Here we demonstrate that ligand-induced conformational changes can be used to monitor the binding of small molecules to immobilized maltose-binding protein and tissue transglutaminase. Ligand binding to a receptor that decreases in hydrodynamic radius yielded a net decrease in refractive index. A net positive change in refractive index was observed for a receptor that increases in hydrodynamic radius. Refractive index changes could not be explained by addition of analyte molecular mass to the surface. These SPR responses were a result of specific receptor-ligand interactions, as judged by the reversibility of the response and the similarities between the SPR-determined equilibrium dissociation constants and reported dissociation constants. Additionally, this technique proved to be effective at detecting specific ligands from a panel of small molecules. This SPR method required no alterations in widely used and commercially available instrumentation yet allowed direct detection of very small molecules such as calcium ions (40 Da). Use of receptor conformation to detect low molecular weight analytes has potential applications in the high-throughput screening of small molecule drug libraries and the development of biosensors.